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Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring, let I be an R-ideal, and let G be the
associated graded ring of I. We give an estimate for the depth of G when G fails
to be CohenMacaulay. We assume that I has a small reduction number and
sufficiently good residual intersection properties and satisfies local conditions on
the depth of some powers. The main theorem unifies and generalizes several
known results. We also give conditions that imply the Serre properties of the
Ž .blow-up rings.  2002 Elsevier Science USA
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be a Noetherian local ring with infinite residue field k, and let I
  ibe an R-ideal. The Rees algebra R R It  I and the associated i 0
Ž . i i	1graded ring G gr R R
 RI I I are two graded al-I R i 0
gebras that encode various algebraic and geometric properties of the ideal
Ž  I. There have been several results in the literature see, for example, 15
 .or 10 , giving sufficient conditions for these rings to be CohenMacaulay.
ŽThe purpose of this paper is to estimate the depth of G and conse-
.quently of R when it fails to be CohenMacaulay, weakening the
   assumptions of 15, Theorem 3.1 and of 10, Theorem 1.1 . Recently,
 Cortadellas and Zarzuela have come up with such formulas in 5 , but only
in very special cases. Theorem 2.1 unifies and generalizes all of these
results.
When investigating R or G one tries to simplify I by passing to a
reduction, with the reduction number measuring how closely the two ideals
are related. An ideal J I is called a reduction of I if I r	1 JI r for some
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  Ž .r 0 19 . The least such r is denoted by r I . A reduction is minimal ifJ
Ž .it is minimal with respect to inclusion, and the reduction number r I is
 Ž . 4 Ž .defined as min r I  J a minimal reduction of I . The analytic spread l IJ
of I is the dimension of the ring R
 kG
 k or, equivalently, theR R
Ž .  minimal number of generators  J of any minimal reduction J of I 19 .
 For further details see 25 .
Now we recall some useful definitions.
DEFINITION. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring, let I be an
R-ideal of grade g, and let s g be an integer.
Ž .1. We say that I satisfies property G , if  I  dim R for anys p p
Ž .prime ideal p V I with dim R  s 1, and I satisfies G if G holdsp  s
for every s.
2. An s-residual intersection of I is a proper R-ideal K  : I
Ž . Ž .where  I with    s ht K .
3. An s-residual intersection K of I is called a geometric s-residual
Ž .intersection if ht I	 K  s	 1.
4. We say that I satisfies AN if for every g i s and everys
i-residual intersection K of I, RK is CohenMacaulay.
5. We say that I satisfies AN if for every g i s and everys
geometric i-residual intersection K of I, RK is CohenMacaulay.
The main result of this paper can be stated as follows.
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring of dimension d
with infinite residue field; let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread l,
and reduction number r ; let k 0 be an integer with r k; and assume that I
 Ž . Ž j.satisfies G , AN and that for eery p V I , depth RI l lk1 p
 4min dim R  l	 k j, k j wheneer 1 j k 1. Then depth Gp
Ž 4  j 4.min d  depth RI 	 l k	 j  1 j k .
In particular, if the reduction number is small, we have a formula for
depth G.
COROLLARY 2.12. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring of dimension d
with infinite residue field, let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread l,
and reduction number r 1. Assume that I satisfies G and AN . Thenl l2
 4depth Gmin d, depth RI	 l .
COROLLARY 2.13. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring of dimension d
with infinite residue field and let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread
l g	 1, and reduction number r 2. Further assume that I satisfies G ,l
 AN and that RI is CohenMacaulay. Then depth G  min d,l3
2 4depth RI 	 l .
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Section 2 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.1. The main tool is a
 combination of the techniques used by Johnson and Ulrich in 15 and by
 Goto et al. in 10 . Notice that Theorem 2.1 gives an estimate also for
depth R, since if G is not CohenMacaulay, we have that depth R
 depth G	 1 12, 3.10 .
In Section 3 we give examples of classes of ideals to which Theorem 2.1
can be applied in order to compute the depth of the associated graded
ring.
From Theorem 2.1 we obtain results on the Serre conditions for R and
ŽG. These are studied in Section 4 see Theorem 4.1, Theorem 4.6, and
.Theorem 4.8 . The S property for G is particularly interesting because it1
leads to criteria for when I n I Žn., where I Žn. is the nth symbolic power
of I. We recall that I Žn. is the intersection over all isolated primary
components of the ordinary power I n. From Theorem 4.1 we obtain that G
is S in the following cases.1
COROLLARY 4.2. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with infinite
residue field; let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread l, and reduction
number r 1. Further assume that I satisfies G , AN , and that RI hasl l2
no associated primes of height l	 1. Then G is S .1
COROLLARY 4.3. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with infinite
residue field, and let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread l g	 1,
and reduction number r 2. Furthermore, assume that I satisfies G , AN ;l l3
that RI is CohenMacaulay; and that RI 2 has no associated primes of
height l	 1. Then G is S .1
In Theorem 4.7 we analyze the relation between the Serre properties for
 R and G, generalizing a theorem by Brumatti et al. 2, 1.5 .
We conclude by applying our results to the defining ideal of monomial
varieties of codimension two.
2. THE MAIN THEOREM
The purpose of this section is the proof of the following:
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring of dimension d
with infinite residue field; let I be an R-ideal with grade g ; let J be a reduction
Ž .of I generated by s elements with ht J: I s, r r I ; let k 0 be an integerJ
with r k; and assume that I satisfies G , AN and that for eerys sk1
Ž . Ž j.  4p V I , depth RI min dim R  s	 k j, k j wheneer 1 jp p
 k 1. Then
 4 jdepth Gmin d  depth RI 	 s k	 j  1 j k . 4Ž .
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ŽFirst we summarize some technical results Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and
.2.5 that will play a crucial role in the proof of the theorem. Next we show
that we can reduce the problem to the case where g 0. Then we prove
the theorem in the case where g 0 and s k, which is the main step.
ŽFor this purpose we need some preliminary results Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7,
.Corollary 2.8, and Lemma 2.9 . The general case of the theorem then
follows rather quickly.
 LEMMA 2.2 15, Lemma 2.3 . Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with
Ž .infinite residue field, let  I be not necessarily distinct R-ideals with
Ž .   s ht  : I, and assume that I satisfies G .s
Ž .a There exists a generating sequence a , . . . , a of  such that for1 s
 4  4eery 0 i s 1 and for eery subset  , . . . ,  of 1, . . . , s ,1 i
Ž Ž .ht a , . . . , a : I i and ht I	 a , . . . , a : I i	 1.   1 i 1 i
Ž . b Assume that I satisfies AN for some t s 1 and that  I.t
Ž .Write   a , . . . , a , K   : I and let ‘‘’’ denote images in RK .i 1 i i i i
Then for 0 i t	 1,
Ž . Ž .i K   : a and   I K , if i s 1.i i i	1 i i
Ž .ii depth R  d i.i
Ž .iii K is unmixed of height i.i
Ž .iv ht I 1, if i s 1.
LEMMA 2.3. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring of dimension d with
Ž .infinite residue field, let  I be R-ideals with    s ht  : I, let t be
an integer with t s 1, and assume that I satisfies G and AN and thats t
 Ž . j j1  4 : a  I   I for 0 i s 1, jmax 1, i t , wherei i	1 i
Ž . ja , . . . , a and  are as defined in Lemma 2.2 a . Then depth R I 1 s i i
Ž 4  jn 4.min d i  depth RI  n  0 n i 1 , for 0 i s and j
 4max 0, i t 1 .
Proof. We use induction on i. The assertion being trivial for i 0, we
may assume that 0 i s 1. We need to show that the inequality holds
Ž .for i	 1. But for j 0 which can only occur if i	 1 t	 1 , our
Ž .Ž .assertion follows from Lemma 2.2 b ii . Thus we may suppose that j 1.
j j Ž j Ž .. j But then, by assumption,  I  a I  a  I : a  I i i	1 i	1 i i	1
Ž Ž .. j  j1 j ja  : a  I  a  I   I  a I . Hence we obtain ani	1 i i	1 i	1 i i i	1
exact sequence,
0 a  I j1  I j a I j  I j 0. 1Ž .i	1 i i i	1 i	1
 Ž . j1On the other hand, by the assumption for i 0, 0 : a   I i	1 i
 Ž . j j1 j1 j j0 : a  I  0, and therefore a  I   I , a I  I . Thei	1 i	1 i i i	1
Ž .conclusion follows from 1 and the induction hypothesis.
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LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with infinite residue
field; let I be an R-ideal with grade g ; let J be a reduction of I generated by s
Ž .elements with ht J: I s, r r I ; let k 0 be an integer with r k; andJ
 Ž .assume that I satisfies G , AN and that for eery p V I ,s sk1
Ž j.  4depth RI min dim R  s	 k j, k j wheneer 1 j k 1.p p
Ž .  Write G gr R ; for a I let a denote the image of a in G , and forI 1
Ž . J, let a , . . . , a and  be defined as in Lemma 2.2 a . Then1 s i
Ž . Ž . Ž j. a For eery p Spec R , depth R I min dim R  s	 ki p p
4  4 j, k j , wheneer 0 i s 1 and max 0, i s	 k  j k 1.
Ž .  Ž . j j1b  : a  I   I wheneer 0 i s 1 and ji i	1 i
 4max 1, i s	 k	 1 .
Ž . j j1c   I   I wheneer 0 i s and j i s	 k	 1.i i
Ž .   Ž   . Ž  .d a , . . . , a form a G-regular sequence and a , . . . , a : a 1 g 1 i G i	1 j
Ž   .  4a , . . . , a wheneer g i s 1 and jmax 1, i s	 k	 1 .1 i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. First we show a , b , and c by induction on j. Notice that a
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .holds for j 0 by Lemma 2.2 b ii , b holds for j 1 by Lemma 2.2 b i ,
Ž .and c trivially holds for j 1.
Ž . Ž .Claim 1. If b holds for j, then so does a .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.3, with t s k 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now we can assume that a , b , and c hold for j 1, and we show
that they hold for j	 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Claim 2. If a holds for j then b and c hold for j	 1 and the
maximal value of i, namely, i s k	 j.
Ž .Proof. If j k, our claim is clear, since there is nothing to show in b
j	1 j j Ž . Ž j.and I  JI   I . Let j k 1. To show b , let pAss R I .s i
Ž .  4By a , min dim R  s	 k j, k j  0, hence dim R  s k	 j i.p p
Ž . Ž .It follows from Lemma 2.2 a that a  R if I  R , and thati	1 p p p p
Ž . Ž .I   if I  R . In any case we get the desired equality of b . Sincep i p p p
j	1  Ž . j	1 j Ž .  I   : a  I   I , c holds.i i i	1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Claim 3. If b and c hold for j	 1 and maximal i, then b and c
hold for j	 1 and any i.
Proof. Take i s k	 j	 1. By decreasing induction on i,  i	1
I j	1  I j. Hence   I j	1     I j	1    I j i	1 i i i	1 i i	1 i
Ž j j. j j j Ž Ž .. j   I 	 a I  I 	   a I  I 	 a  : a  I i i	1 i i i	1 i i	1 i i	1
j j1 j Ž .  Ž . j	1 I 	 a  I   I . This shows c . Since  : a  I i i	1 i i i i	1
 Ž . j  Ž . j	1 j	1 j Ž . : a  I   ,  : a  I    I   I ; hence bi i	1 i i i	1 i i
holds.
Ž .   Ž .The first claim of d follows from 24, Corollary 2.7 and part c . Now
Ž   .   j j	1let u a , . . . , a : a . Picking an element x I with x	 I  u,1 i i	1 j
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j	2 Ž . Ž j	2 .we have a x  	 I , and so by part c , a x    	 Ii	1 i i	1 i	1 i
j	2 j	1 j	1 Ž .  	   I   	  I   	 a I . Thus a x yi i	1 i i	1 i i	1 i	1
  for some y I j	1. Since x y	 I j	1 x	 I j	1 u, we mayi
 Ž .replace x by x y to assume that a x  . But then x  : ai	1 i i i	1
 j j1 Ž . Ž . I   I by b , which implies u a , . . . , a .i 1 i
Ž   .  LEMMA 2.5. Let s and t be integers. Assume a , . . . , a : a 1 i i	1 j
Ž   .  a , . . . , a wheneer 0 i s 1 and j i t, where a , . . . , a are1 i j 1 s
 Ž   . Ž ndefined as in Lemma 2.4. Then depth G a , . . . , a min depth RI1 i j
4  j i 4.	 n j 1  j i	 1 n j	 1  depth RI  i	 1 , wheneer
0 i s and j i t.
 Ž   .Proof. We show by induction on i that depth G a , . . . , a 1 i j
 n n	1 4min depth I I 	 n  j  j  i  n  j , whenever 0  i  s and
j i t. The assertion being trivial for i 0, we may assume that
0 i s 1. We need to show that the inequality holds for i	 1.
By assumption we have an exact sequence,
   0 G a , . . . , a  G a , . . . , aŽ . Ž .j j	11 i 1 i
  G a , . . . , a  0, 2Ž . Ž .j	11 i	1
whenever 0 i s 1 and j i t.
Ž .The conclusion follows from 2 and the induction hypothesis.
Proof of the Theorem. Note that from the assumption on the depth of
Ž .the powers we have k s g	 1. Let J a , . . . , a , where a , . . . , a1 s 1 s
Ž .    are defined as in Lemma 2.2 a , and let a , . . . , a be their images in G .1 s 1
Step 1. Reduction to the case g 0. We show that we may assume
Ž .that g 0. Let us denote by  images in R and write G*G I* .g
Ž   .We have that G*G a , . . . , a and depth G depth G*	 g by1 g
Ž .Lemma 2.4 d . The ring R* is a local CohenMacaulay ring of dimension
d g, I* is an R*-ideal of grade 0, J* is a reduction of I* generated by
s g elements, ht J* : I* s g, and k may be taken unchanged.
Ž . Ž .The ideal I* satisfies G , since by Lemma 2.2 a , I  a , . . . , a forsg p 1 i p
Ž . all p V I with dim R  i s 1. Also I* satisfies AN .p sgk1
Now we show that the condition on the depth of the powers is preserved,
Ž . Ž j.  Ž .i.e., that for every p* V I* , depth R*I* min dim R  s gp* p*
4	 k j, k j whenever 1 j k 1.
j j Ž .Since R*I*  R 	 I , by Lemma 2.4 c for every j 1 we have ang
exact sequence
0 R I j1 R  RI j R*I* j 0. 3Ž .g g
Ž . Ž .By 3 , Lemma 2.4 b , and Lemma 2.3 with t s k 1 we have that
Ž j.  Ž jn. 4depth R*I* min depth RI  n  0 n g whenever j 1.p* p
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Since the inequality holds also when j 1, we get the desired condition on
the depth of the powers.
Ž 4  jFinally if depth G*min d g  depth R*I* 	 s g k	 j  1
4. Ž j.  jn j k , again since depth R*I* min depth RI  n  0 n
4 Ž 4  jg for j 1, we conclude that depth Gmin d  depth RI 	 s k
4.	 j  1 j k . This finishes the reduction to the case g 0.
Step 2. The proof in the case s k. We now assume g 0 and
s k. We are going to prove the theorem in this special case. Since
k s	 1, either k s or k s	 1. If s 0; then I is nilpotent and
k 1; so we have either G R or G RI I and depth G
depth RI. Hence we can assume s 0.
For 0  i  s consider the graded G -modules M Ž i .
 Ž   . is	k	1 Ž   . is	kG a , . . . , a  G  a , . . . , a G and N 1 i  is	k	1 	 1 i 	 Ž i.
is	k Ž   . is	k1  is	kG  a , . . . , a G 	 a G .	 1 i1 	 i 	
   N otice th a t N  M an d N Ž i .  i s	 k	 1 Ž i . Ž i . i s	 k
 Ž   .G a , . . . , a , which yields exact sequences,1 i1 is	k
 0M N  G a , . . . , a  0. 4Ž . Ž .Ž i. Ž i. 1 i1 is	k
On the other hand, if 0 i s 1, then N M a M , and byŽ i	1. Ž i. i	1 Ž i.
Ž . Ž  .Lemma 2.4 d we have that 0: a  0. Thus, in the range 0 iM i	1Ž i.
s 1 we have exact sequences,
0M 1 M N  0. 5Ž . Ž .Ž i. Ž i. Ž i	1.
Furthermore, M  0, since I k	1 JI k.Ž s.
Now we need a lemma, which we are going to prove in a general context.
Let S be a homogeneous Noetherian ring with S local and homoge-0
 Ž .neous maximal ideal  , and let H  denote local cohomology with
support in .
Ž . For a graded S-module N and an integer j we put a N max n j
 jŽ . 4H N  0 .n
LEMMA 2.6. Let 0 A B C 0 be an exact sequence of graded
S-modules, and let n and j be integers.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a If a A  n and a C  n, then a B  n.j j j
Ž . Ž . jŽ . Ž . Ž .b i If H A  0, then a C  a B .j j
Ž . jŽ . Ž . Ž .ii If H B  0, then a A  a C .j	1 j
Ž . jŽ . Ž . Ž .iii If H C  0, then a B  a A .j	1 j	1
Proof. The assertions follow from the long exact sequence of local
cohomology,
 H j A H j B H j C H j	1 A H j	1 B   ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and the definition of a  .j
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Ž 4  j 4.Let min d  depth RI 	 s k	 j  1 j k . Recall that
we want to show that depth G .
LEMMA 2.7. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, assume that
g 0 and s k. Let M be defined as aboe. ThenŽ i.
Ž . Ž .a a M  i s	 k for any integer j and 0 i s.j Ž i.
Ž .b depth M   i 1, and if depth M   i 1 thenŽ i. Ž i.
Ž .a M  i s	 k.i1 Ž i.
Proof. We prove the claim by decreasing induction on i. If i s the
assertion is obvious since M  0. Suppose 0 i s 1 and assumeŽ s.
Ž .  a M  i	 1 s	 k for any integer j. By 9, Lemma 2.2 andj Ž i	1.
Ž .Lemma 2.6 a applied to the sequence
 0M N  G a , . . . , a  0 6Ž . Ž .Ž i	1. Ž i	1. 1 i i	1s	k
Ž .we have that a N  i	 1 s	 k for any j. Applying the localj Ž i	1.
cohomology functor to the sequence
0M 1 M N  0, 7Ž . Ž .Ž i. Ž i. Ž i	1.
 jŽ .it follows that for any j, H M  0 whenever n i s	 k. HenceŽ i. n
Ž . Ž .a M  i s	 k and the proof of a is completed.j Ž i.
Assume now that depth M   i 2 and that if depth M Ž i	1. Ž i	1.
Ž . Ž . i 2, then a M  i	 1 s	 k. By Lemma 2.4 d andi2 Ž i	1.
 Ž   . Ž jLemma 2.5, depth G a , . . . , a min depth RI 	 j i	 s1 i i	1s	k
4  ks	1 4. k 2  k s	 2 j i s	 k	 2  depth RI  i	 1 .
 Ž   .If 0 i s 2, then j k, and so depth G a , . . . , a 1 i i	1s	k
 j 4min depth RI 	 j i	 s k 2  1 j k   i 2. If i
k	1 k Ž .s 1, since depth RI  depth RJI   s by Lemma 2.4 b and
 Ž   .Lemma 2.3, we have that depth G a , . . . , a   s 1. Hence in1 s1 k
 Ž   .any case it follows that depth G a , . . . , a   i 2, and so1 i i	1s	k
Ž . by 6 we have that depth N   i 2. Since N M a MŽ i	1. Ž i	1. Ž i. i	1 Ž i.
and a is M -regular, we conclude that depth M   i 1.i	1 Ž i. Ž i.
If depth M   i 1, then depth N   i 2, and soŽ i. Ž i	1.
i2Ž .H N  0. Applying the local cohomology functor to the se-Ž i	1.
Ž .quence 6 , we get the exact sequence
 H i2 M H i2 NŽ . Ž .Ž i	1. Ž i	1.
 i2H G a , . . . , a   .Ž .1 i i	1s	k
 i 2 Ž .If depth M    i  2 , th en H N Ž i	 1 . Ž i	 1 .
 i2Ž . Ž .H N , and so a N  i	 1 s	 k. If depthŽ i	1. i	1s	k i2 Ž i	1.
Ž .M   i 2, then by assumption a M  i	 1 s	 k.Ž i	1. i2 Ž i	1.
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 Ž   .Since depth G a , . . . , a    i  2, applying Lemma1 i i	1s	k
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .2.6 b iii to 6 , we get that a N  i	 1 s	 k. In any casei2 Ž i	1.
Ž .a N  i	 1 s	 k. Finally, since depth M   i 1, ap-i2 Ž i	1. Ž i.
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .plying Lemma 2.6 b ii to the sequence 7 , we conclude that a Mi1 Ž i.
 i s	 k.
COROLLARY 2.8. With the assumptions of Lemma 2.7, we hae that
Ž .a G  k s for any integer j.j
Proof. We have an exact sequence 0M G C 0, whereŽ0.
RI if k s
C 2½ RI II if k s	 1.
Ž . Ž .Since for any integer j, a M  k s by Lemma 2.7 and a C j Ž0. j
Ž . Ž .k s by Lemma 2.6 a , we conclude that a G  k s for any inte-j
ger j.
Ž .  Ž .4LEMMA 2.9. If depth G t d, then a G max 0, a G . In par-t t	1
Ž .ticular, in the assumptions of Corollary 2.8, one has a G  k s.t
 Proof. Suppose t d. Then we have depth R t	 1 by 12, 3.10 .
Hence, applying the local cohomology functor to
0R 1 RG 0,Ž .	
we get the exact sequence
0H t G H t	1 R 1 H t	1 R H t	1 G . 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .	
 Ž .4  t	1Ž .Let m max 0, a G . If n m, then H G  0, and sot	1 n
 t	1Ž .  t	1Ž .  Ž .H R maps onto H R . Applying H  to	 n	1 n
0R R R 0,	
 t	1Ž .  t	1Ž . jŽ .we get H R  H R , since, for every integer j, H R 	 n n
 jŽ . j Ž .    t	1Ž .H R H R by 9, Lemma 2.2 . Hence H R  0 for any0  	 n
Ž . Ž .nm. From 8 we conclude that a G m.t
Conclusion of the Case s k. Consider the exact sequence 0M Ž0.
G C 0.
Notice that depth C depth C  1 and that depth RI  1R R
if k s	 1. Since depth M   1 by Lemma 2.7, it follows that depthŽ0.
Ž .G  1. If depth G  1, then a G  k s by Lemma 2.9.1
The sequence above yields
H 1 M H 1 G H 1 C . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž0.
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 1Ž .If depth M   1, we get a contradiction since H C  0.Ž0. a ŽG .1
Ž .If depth M   1, then a M  k s by Lemma 2.7, and henceŽ0. 1 Ž0.
Ž . Ž .by Lemma 2.6 b a G  k s, a contradiction. Hence depth G ,1
and this proves our result in the case g 0 and s k.
Ž .Step 3. Proof of the general case. Let   I  s g	 1 k
and recall that  0. We are going to induct on  . We can assume that
g 0, and hence  s	 1 k. Since the theorem holds if  0 or
Ž . 1 i.e., k s or k s	 1 , we can assume that  2, and so
s k 1 0. Hence I satisfies AN. Write K 0: I and let ‘‘’’0
denote images in R RK. We will show that our assumptions are
preserved and that  decreases when passing from R to R. Now R is
 Ž . CohenMacaulay since I satisfies AN , and by Lemma 2.2 b and 15,0
Ž .Lemma 2.4 b , I K 0, grade I 1, and I is AN . Furthermore,sk1
Ž .dim R dim R d, J a , . . . , a is a reduction of I with ht J : I s,1 s
and thus k may be taken to remain unchanged. Clearly I satisfies G sinces
R is equidimensional of the same dimension as R. Again since I K 0
we have an exact sequence
0 KG gr R  0 10Ž . Ž .I
where depth K d since depth R d.
j j	1Ž .  4Now by 10 , depth RImin d 1, depth RI and I I 
I jI j	1 for j 1. It follows, by induction on j, that whenever j 1,
j tŽ 4  4.depth RI min d 1  depth RI  1 t j . Applying this in
the ring R R , we see that the condition on the depth of the powers isp
jŽ . Ž .preserved, namely for every p V I we have that depth RI p
 4min dim R  s	 k j, k j whenever 1 j k 1.p
Ž . Ž .Now  I  s grade I	 1 k s	 1 k  I ; thus we may use
Ž . Ž 4our induction hypothesis to conclude that depth gr R min d I
j 4. Ž .depth RI 	 s k	 j  1 j k . Then by 10 we have that depth
Ž 4  j 4.Gmin d  depth RI 	 s k	 j  1 j k , and the proof of
the theorem is complete.
Remark 2.10. The theorem still holds if the condition ‘‘I satisfies G ’’ iss
 4replaced by r  max 0, i  s 	 k for all g  i s, where r i i
 Ž . Ž . 4max r I  Q  V I and ht Q  i for g  i  s. Here   Q iiQŽ .  a , . . . , a , where a , . . . , a are defined as in 10, Lemma 2.1 . Notice that1 i 1 s
Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 are still satisfied by 10, 2.7, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and
their proof . Also, Lemma 2.5 still holds. Furthermore, the condition
 4r max 0, i s	 k for all g i s still holds when we factor out  toi g
assume g 0 and when we factor out K 0 : I. Since in the rest of the
proof the G property is needed only to be able to use Lemma 2.3 ands
Lemma 2.4, and Lemma 2.5, it follows that the result still holds.
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In the next corollaries we need the following:
Remark 2.11. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, and let I be an
 j 4R-ideal with analytic spread l. Then depth G inf depth RI  j 1 	 l.
Proof. Since G is a Noetherian ring we have that depth GG
 j j	1 4  j 4inf depth I I  j 1  inf depth RI  j 1 . But depth GG
depth G dim GG depth G l.
The next corollaries are special cases of Theorem 2.1, for small reduc-
tion number.
COROLLARY 2.12. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring of dimension d
with infinite residue field, and let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread
l, and reduction number r 1. Assume that I satisfies G and AN . Thenl l2
 4depth Gmin d, depth RI	 l .
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 2.1, with s l, J a minimal
Ž .reduction of I such that ht J: I l, and r I  r, k 1, and fromJ
Remark 2.11.
COROLLARY 2.13. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring of dimension d
with infinite residue field, and let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread
l g	 1, and reduction number r 2. Further assume that I satisfies
G , AN and that RI is CohenMacaulay. Then depth G l l3
 2 4min d, depth RI 	 l .
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 2.1, with s l, J a minimal
Ž .reduction of I such that ht J: I l and r I  r, k 2, and from RemarkJ
2.11.
 Notice that Theorem 2.1 generalizes 15, Theorem 3.1 , and, by Remark
  2.10, it also recovers 10, Theorem 1.1 and 5, Theorem 4.1 and Theorem
5.8 . The last authors gave formulas for depth G when the reduction
number is at most 2. If the reduction number is 3 we get the following:
COROLLARY 2.14. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring of dimension d
with infinite residue field, and let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread
l g	 2, and reduction number r 3. Further assume that I satisfies G ,l
AN ; that RI is CohenMacaulay; and that RI 2 has no associatedl4
 2 3 4primes of height  l. Then min d, depth RI 	 l 1, depth RI 	 l 
 2 3 4depth Gmin depth RI 	 l, depth RI 	 l .
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 2.1, with s l, J a minimal
Ž .reduction of I such that ht J: I l and r I  r, k 3, and from RemarkJ
2.11.
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3. EXAMPLES
In this section we give examples of classes of ideals to which Theorem
2.1 can be applied in order to compute the depth of the associated graded
ring.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with infinite
residue field, let I be an R-ideal with analytic spread l, satisfying G andl
AN , and let J be a minimal reduction of I. Since I satisfies G andl2 l
  AN , by 23, Proposition 1.11 we have that ht J: I l, and therefore byl2
   Ž . Ž .23, Remark 1.12 J satisfies G and AN . Clearly r J  0. Let G J bel l2
the associated graded ring of J. Then by Corollary 2.12, we have that
Ž .  4depthG J min d, depth RJ	 l .
Now we present a class of ideals whose associated graded ring is not
CohenMacaulay and we can use our results to compute its depth.
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let R be a local Gorenstein ring with infinite residue
field, let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread l g	 2 and
reduction number r 0. Assume that I satisfies G and that RI isl	1
CohenMacaulay. Let J be a minimal reduction of I. By 23, Proposition
1.11 we have that ht J: I l	 1. As J: I R it follows that some associ-
ated prime of RJ has height at least l	 1. Therefore depth RJ d l
Ž . 1. Let G J be the associated graded ring of J. By Example 3.1, we have
Ž .  4that depth G J min d, depth RJ	 l  d 1.
 EXAMPLE 3.3. Let R k x , . . . , x , where k is an infinite field. Let1 8
x x x x1 2 3 4	 x x x xž /5 6 7 8
and let I be the ideal generated by the 2 by 2 minors of 	,
I x x  x x , x x  x x , x x  x x , x x  x x ,Ž 1 6 2 5 1 7 3 5 1 8 4 5 2 7 3 6
x x  x x , x x  x x ..2 8 4 6 3 8 4 7
The ideal I has grade 3 and analytic spread 5 and RI is CohenMacaulay.
Since I is a complete intersection on the punctured spectrum of R, I
satisfies G . The ideal8
J x x  x x , x x  x x , x x  x xŽ 1 6 2 5 1 7 3 5 1 8 4 5
	x x  x x , x x  x x , x x  x x .2 7 3 6 2 8 4 6 3 8 4 7
is a minimal reduction of I. Since I and J coincide on the punctured
spectrum of R, we have that depth RJ 0. By Example 3.2, we have that
Ž .depth G J  5.
Now we present a class of equimultiple ideals of reduction number one
whose associated graded ring is not CohenMacaulay.
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EXAMPLE 3.4. Let R be a local Gorenstein ring with infinite residue
field, let p be a prime ideal of height g 2 such that R is regular, andp
let t 1 be an integer. Let 
 , . . . , 
 be a regular sequence contained in1 g
Ž t . Ž t . Ž .p , where p denotes the t th symbolic power of p. Write J 
 , . . . , 
1 g
and set I J: pŽ t . J: pt. If either g 2 or t 1, assume that at least 2 of
Ž t	1.  the 
 ’s are contained in p . By 21, Corollary 4.2 we have thati
I 2 JI. Hence I is equimultiple of reduction number one. Assume that
RpŽ t . is not CohenMacaulay. Since I is linked to pŽ t ., it follows that
RI is not CohenMacaulay. Let G be the associated graded ring of I. By
 4Corollary 2.12, we have that depth G  min d, depth RI 	 g 
depth RI	 g d.
 EXAMPLE 3.5. Let R k x , x , x , x , where k is an infinite field,1 2 3 4
 4 3 3 4 and let p be the defining ideal of k t , t s, ts , s ,
p x x  x x , x 2 x  x 3 , x x 2 x x 2 , x 3 x 2 x .Ž .1 4 2 3 1 3 2 1 3 4 2 3 4 2
The ideal p is prime of grade 2 and Rp is not CohenMacaulay. Let
22 3 2 2J x x  x x , x  x x  pŽ . Ž .ž /1 4 2 3 3 4 2
and let
22 3 2I J : p x x  x x , x  x x ,Ž . Ž .ž 1 4 2 3 3 4 2
x x 5 x  x x 3 x 3 x 2 x x 4	 x7 ,1 4 2 1 4 3 4 2 3 3
x x 4 x x  x 3 x 2 x 2 x x 2 x 4	 x x x 5 ,1 4 2 3 4 2 3 1 4 3 4 2 3
x x 3 x x 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 x x x 5	 x x6 ./1 4 2 3 4 2 3 1 4 3 2 3
The ideal I is equimultiple of reduction number one. By Example 3.4, we
Ž .have that depth G I  3.
4. SERRE PROPERTIES OF R AND G
Now we see how assumptions similar to those of Theorem 2.1 imply the
Serre properties for R and G.
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with infinite
residue field; let I be an R-ideal with grade g ; let J be a reduction of I
Ž .generated by s elements with ht J: I s, r r I ; and let k 0 be an integerJ
with r k. Furthermore, assume that I satisfies G , AN and that fors sk1
Ž j.  4some integer t 1, depth RI min dim R  s	 k j, k j	 tp p
Ž .wheneer p V I and 1 j k. Then G is S .t
Ž .Proof. We need to show that for every P Spec G , depth G P
 4min t, dim G . Let q denote the contraction of P to R. By Theorem 2.1P
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Ž 4  jwe have that depth G min ht q  depth R I 	 s k	 j  1 jq q q
4.  4k min ht q, t	 s . If ht q t	 s, then G is CohenMacaulay, and soq
G is CohenMacaulay. Hence we may assume that ht q t	 s. SinceP
dim G  depth G  dim G  depth G , and dim G PG P P q q q q
Ž .dim G qG  l I  l s, and G is equidimensional and catenary, weq q q P
have that depth G  depth G  dim G PG  t	 s s t.P q q q
In particular, if the reduction number is small, we have simpler assump-
tions that imply the S property for G.1
COROLLARY 4.2. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with infinite
residue field, and let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread l, and
reduction number r 1. Further assume that I satisfies G , AN , and thatl l2
RI has no associated primes of height l	 1. Then G is S .1
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 4.1 with s l, J a minimal
Ž .reduction of I such that ht J: I l and r I  r, k 1, and t 1.J
COROLLARY 4.3. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with infinite
residue field, and let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread l g	 1,
and reduction number r 2. Further assume that I satisfies G , AN ; thatl l3
RI is CohenMacaulay; and that RI 2 has no associated primes of height
 l	 1. Then G is S .1
Proof. The assertion follows from Theorem 4.1 with s l, J a minimal
Ž .reduction of I such that ht J: I l and r I  r, k 2, and t 1.J
Let R be a CohenMacaulay ring and let I be an R-ideal. We recall
Ž .that if p V I is the contraction of a minimal prime of G, then
Ž . Ž .l I  ht p. Hence if G is S and l I  ht p for every non-minimalp 1 p
Ž . n Žn.prime p in V I , then I  J for all n 1 and I is normally torsion
free. Hence we get the following corollary:
COROLLARY 4.4. If , in addition to the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, or of
Ž .Corollary 4.2, or of Corollary 4.3, we hae that l I  ht p for eeryp
Ž . n Žn.non-minimal prime p in V I , then I  I for all n 1 and I is normally
torsion free.
Before studying the Serre properties of the Rees algebra, we need the
following definition:
DEFINITION 4.5. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring, let I be an
R-ideal of grade g, and let s g be an integer.
We say that I is s-residually S if for every g i s and every2
i-residual intersection K of I, RK satisfies Serre’s condition S .2
THEOREM 4.6. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with infinite
residue field, let I be an R-ideal with grade g 2, analytic spread l, and
reduction number r, and let k 0 be an integer with r k. Assume that I
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 Ž j.satisfies G , AN and that for some integer, t 1, depth RI l lk1 p
 4 Ž .min dim R  l	 k J, k j	 t wheneer p V I and 1 J k.p
Ž .Furthermore assume that I is l 2 -residually S locally up to height2
l	 t 1. Then R is S .t
Ž .Proof. We need to show that for every P Spec R , depth R P
 4min t, dim R . Denote by q the contraction of P to R. By Theorem 2.1P
 4we have that depth G min ht q, t	 l . If ht q t	 l, then depthq
R  t 	 l. Since dim R  depth R  dim R  depth R , andq P P q q
Ž .dim R P R  dim R q R  l I  l, it follows that depth R q q q q q P
depth R  dim R P R  t.q q q
If ht q t	 l 1, then G is CohenMacaulay. We claim that R isq q
also CohenMacaulay, which implies the CohenMacaulayness of R . ByP
  Ž .22, Corollary 3.6 , to prove our claim we only need to show that r I q
Ž . Ž . Ž .l I . If l I  l, then by assumption r I  r l g	 1 l 1, andq q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .so we are done. If l I  l, then r I  0 l I by 4, 2.1 g .q q q
Now we analyze the relationship between the Serre properties for R
 and for G. The following result generalizes 2, Theorem 1.5 .
THEOREM 4.7. Let R be an equidimensional and uniersally catenary
Noetherian ring satisfying S , and let I be an R-ideal of positie height. Thet
following two conditions are equialent:
Ž .1 R satisfies S .t
Ž . Ž .2 i G satisfies S , andt1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii If q V I and l I  ht q t 1, then r I  l I .q q q
Ž .Ž .Furthermore, if I is G , then 2 ii can be replaced byl
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 ii If q V I and l l I  ht q t 1, then r I  l I .q q q
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1  2 . Let P be a prime ideal of G and denote by P its
inverse image in R. Localize R at p RP and denote the resulting
local ring by R. Since R is equidimensional and universally catenary and
ht I 0, we have that ht P ht P	 1. Furthermore, ht P ht p	 1.
Ž .Hence, if dim G  t 1, then dim R  t, and so depth R  t by 1 .P P P
Also, depth R  t 1 since R satisfies S . From the exact sequencesP t
0 It RR R 0Ž .
and
0 I RRG 0
it follows that depth G  t 1. If dim G  t 1, then R isP P P
Ž . Ž .Ž .CohenMacaulay by 1 , so G is CohenMacaulay and the proof of 2 iP
is complete.
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Ž .Ž .In the assumptions of 2 ii we have that dim R  t, and so R isq q
 CohenMacaulay. The conclusion follows from 17, Theorem 2.3 .
Ž . Ž .2  1 . We may assume t 0. Let P be a prime ideal of R and
 let p RP. If I p we have R  R t , which satisfies S since Rp p t p
does, and so R satisfies S . Hence we may assume that I p. If ItP,p t
by the usual prime avoidance argument there exists a nonzero divisor
x I such that xtP. We have that x is a regular element of R, and
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .localizing R at xt we get that Rx R  G . So the assumption 2 ix t x t
 4implies that depth R min dim R , t .P P
If ItP, then P is the irrelevant maximal ideal of R . If dim R  t,p p p
Ž .Ž .  2 i and 12, 3.10 imply that depth R  t, and hence depth R  t. Ifp P
dim R  t, then R and G are CohenMacaulay. In this case R isp p p p
Ž .Ž .   Ž .Ž . CohenMacaulay by 2 ii and 17, Theorem 2.3 . If I is G 2 ii , 17,l
Theorem 2.3; 22, Theorem 2.4 imply that R is CohenMacaulay and thep
proof is complete.
Ž .Notice that condition ii is empty if t ht I, and, if I is G , conditionl
Ž .ii is empty if t l. In these cases we have that R satisfies S if and onlyt
if G satisfies S .t1
Combining Theorem 4.1 with Theorem 4.7, we obtain the following
Ž .result compare with Theorem 4.5 :
THEOREM 4.8. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with infinite
residue field; let I be an R-ideal with grade g 0, analytic spread l, and
reduction number r ; and let k 0 be an integer with r k. Furthermore,
assume that I satisfies G , AN and that for some integer t 1,l lk1
Ž j.  4depth RI  min dim R  l	 k j, k j	 t 1 wheneer pp p
Ž . Ž . Ž .V I and 1 j k. Finally suppose that if q V I and l l I  ht qq
Ž . Ž .t 1, then r I  l I . Then R satisfies S .q q t
  ŽRemark 4.9 2, 2.3 . Let R be a polynomial ring in n variables local-
.ized at the maximal irrelevant ideal , over an infinite perfect field; let I be
an R-ideal with grade g 2, analytic spread l, and reduction number r ;
and let k 0 be an integer with r k. Further assume that I satisfies G ,l
AN , that I is l 2 residually S locally up to height l	 1, and thatlk1 2
Ž j.  4 Ž .depth RI min dim R  l	 k j, k j	 2 for every p V Ip p
and whenever 1 j k. Let J be the ideal of the presentation of R, i.e.,
 R R T , . . . , T J. Let h , . . . , h be a set of generators of J and1 m 1 s
Ž . Ž .consider the Jacobian matrix M  h , . . . , h  x , . . . , x , T , . . . , T .1 s 1 n 1 m
Ž . Ž .Let N be the ideal generated by all m 1  m 1 minors of M. If
Ž .ht J, N m	 1, then R is normal.
 j 4We call the value inf depth RI  j 1 the Burch number of I, and we
Ž .denote it by B I .
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COROLLARY 4.10. With the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 we hae that
Ž 4  j 4. Ž .min d l  depth RI  k	 j  1 j k  B I  d l.
Ž 4Proof. By Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.11 we have that min d 
 j 4. Ž .depth RI 	 l k	 j  1 j k  depth G B I 	 l. The conclu-
Ž .sion follows since B I  depth G dim G dim GG.G
LEMMA 4.11. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring of dimension d and
let I be an R-ideal with analytic spread l. If G satisfies s for some positiet
Ž .integer t d l, then B I  t.
Proof. Since G is equidimensional and catenary, we have that ht G
 Ž .4 d l; hence depth Gmin depth G  P V G  t. It followsG P
Ž .that B I  t.
From Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.11 we get the following result:
COROLLARY 4.12. Let R be a local CohenMacaulay ring with infinite
residue field, let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread l, reduction
number r, and let k 0 be an integer with r k. Furthermore assume that I
satisfies G , AN and that for some integer t with 1 t d l,l lk1
Ž j.  4 Ž .depth RI min dim R  l	 k j, k j	 t wheneer p V Ip p
Ž .and 1 j k. Then B I  t.
Now we present another result on the CohenMacaulayness of G
Ž  .compare with 15, Theorem 3.1 .
THEOREM 4.13. Let R be a local Gorenstein ring of dimension d with
infinite residue field; let I be an R-ideal with grade g, analytic spread l, and
reduction number r ; and let k 0 be an integer with r k. Further assume
that I is unmixed, generically a complete intersection; that I satisfies G ,l
 Ž j.  ŽAN ; that depth RI min dim R  l	 k j, 12 dim R  llk1 p p p
. 4 Ž . Ž .	 1 	 k j wheneer p V I and 1 j k; and that l I  ht p forp
eery non-minimal prime p of I. Then G is CohenMacaulay.
Proof. First notice that our assumption on the depth of the powers
Ž . Ž j. implies that for every p V I , depth RI min dim R  l	 kp p
4j, k j	 1 whenever 1 j k. Hence I is normally torsion free by
 1  Corollary 4.4, and so R It, t is quasi-Gorenstein by 16, proof of
Theorem 3.2 .
 1   1 Next we show that depth R It, t  1	 12 dim R It, t forP P
Ž  1 .every P Spec R It, t with ht P 2. Since the inequality is trivially
 1  1satisfied if R It, t is CohenMacaulay, we can assume that t P,P
 1  Ž 1 .and so R It, t  t G  0. Let q denote the contraction of PP P P
to R, and notice that I q.
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Ž 4  ŽBy Theorem 2.1 we have that depth G min ht q  12 ht q	 l	q
. 4.  1 1  1 j k . If ht q l	 1 then R It, t is CohenMacaulay.q
 1   1 If ht q l	 1, then the inequality dim R It, t  depth R It, tP P
 1   1   1  dim R It, t  depth R It, t shows that depth R It, t q q P
dim G 	 1  ht q 	 depth G  dim G 	32  12 ht q 	 12 l P q P
Ž . Ž .  1 12 dim G 	1 	1	12 dim G ht q	 l 12 dim R It, t 	1.P P P
   1 It follows from 14, Lemma 5.8 that R It, t is CohenMacaulay, and
hence G is CohenMacaulay.
Notice that the depth assumptions of Theorem 4.13 are weaker than
 those of 15, Theorem 3.1 , since in the above theorem we assume depth
Ž j. Ž .RI  12 dim R  l	 1 	 k j for 1 j k, if ht p l	 1.p p
Now we want to apply our results to the defining ideal of monomial
varieties of codimension two. We can prove that G is CohenMacaulay.
Furthermore I is normally torsion free, if and only if I is a complete
 intersection locally in codimension 3. We recall the definition, as in 8 .
 Let k u , . . . , u be a polynomial ring over an infinite field k. Consider1 n
 a1 a2 an c1 cn b1 b n the semigroup ring k u , u , . . . , u , u  u , u  u 1 2 n 1 n 1 n
  Ž . Ž .k u , . . . , u , where a , b , c N , a  0, b , c  0, 0 for 1 j n,1 n j j j 0 j j j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and, furthermore, b , . . . , b  0, . . . , 0 and c , . . . , c  0, . . . , 0 . Let1 n 1 n
 I R k x , . . . , x , y, z denote the defining ideal of this semigroup1 n
ring.
The ideal I is prime of height two, and the variety in question is affine
of codimension two. Furthermore, the analytic spread of I is equal to two
if I is a complete intersection and equal to three in all of the remaining
   cases 7, Theorem 4.2 . Also, I has reduction number one 1, Corollary 3.4
 and depth RI n 1 20, Theorem 2.3 . Notice that I satisfies G . Itl
follows from Corollary 2.12 that G is CohenMacaulay.
 If I is normally torsion free, then by 13, Theorem 2.2 we have that
Ž . Ž .l I  ht p for every non-minimal prime p in V I . It follows that ifp
Ž . Ž .  p V I and ht p 3, then l I  2. Hence by 6 I is a completep p
intersection.
Ž .If I is a complete intersection locally in codimension 3, then l I  ht pp
Ž .for every non-minimal prime p in V I , and it follows from Corollary 4.4
that I is normally torsion free and that I n I Žn. for every n 1. Also, by
 11, Proposition , G is Gorenstein.
 For example, if I k x, y, z, w is the homogeneous ideal of a mono-
mial curve in P 3 lying on the quadratic surface xy wz, then I is a
complete intersection on the punctured spectrum of R, and so I is
 normally torsion free, which recovers 18, Proposition 2.3 . In general a
monomial curve in P 3 need not be normally torsion free. For example, the
   5 4 3 2 5 ideal I k x, y, z, w defining k t , t u, t u , u is not normally torsion
free; indeed I 2 I Ž2..
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 Now let R k x, y, z, w and let I R be the homogeneous ideal of a
projective monomial curve defined by x ua1, y ua1, z ub1 ua1b 1,1 2 1 2
c1 a1c 1Ž .w u u a  b  c . We want to find necessary and sufficient1 2 1 1 1
conditions for I to be normally torsion free, in terms of the exponents a ,1
b , and c .1 1
Since I is normally torsion free if and only if I is a complete intersec-
Ž .tion locally in codimension 3, take p V I with ht p 3 and denote by
a a a1 1 1p its image in RI. Since ht p 1, either u  p or u  p. If u  p,1 2 1
a a b a b c a c a a b a c a1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1    athen k u , u , u u , u u  k x , x , x ; if u  p,1 2 1 2 1 2 p p 2
a1 a1 b1 a1b 1 c1 a1c 1 a1 b1 c1    athen k u , u , u u , u u  k x , x , x , where we denote1 2 1 2 1 2 p p
a aŽ . aby p the dehomogenization of the ideal p. The ideal I is a completep
 a1 a1b 1 a1c 1   a1 b1 c1 intersection if and only if k x , x , x and k x , x , x are
Gorenstein.
  ² :Following 3, p. 178 we denote by  , . . . ,  the semigroup S gener-1 n
Ž .ated by the integers  , . . . ,  . The conductor c c S of S is defined by1 n
 4cmax aN  a 1 S . We say that the semigroup S is symmetric if,
for all i with 0 i c 1, one has i S if and only if c i 1 S. By
   1  n 3, Theorem 4.4.8 , S is symmetric if and only if k t , . . . , t is Goren-
stein.
² :Hence we have that I is normally torsion free if and only if a , b , c1 1 1
² :and a , a  b , a  c are symmetric.1 1 1 1 1
 5 4 3 2 5 Notice that if I is the above mentioned ideal defining k t , t u, t u , u ,
² : ² :then a , b , c  5, 4, 3 is not symmetric. Hence I is not normally1 1 1
torsion free.
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